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The Winner’s Curse and the Man-Flu

I What’s the average temperature of someone with the Flu?



The Winner’s Curse

I OLS produces unbiased estimates of the association under
relatively weak assumptions

I SNPs identified in empirical research tend to have much
smaller estimated effect sizes in replication samples

I This general result has been called the "Winner’s Curse"
I Shouldn’t use same samples for selection and estimation
I Related to regression to the mean

I Winner’s curse is relevant for all research
I When is accounting for Winner’s Curse important?
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Winner’s Curse in GWAS

I Selection by threshold
I Selection by rank



Selection by Threshold

I We only select SNPs with a p-value less than 5×10−8

I For a given sample size and allele frequency, we only select
SNPs with an effect size above some threshold

I If correct multiple-testing correction is used, this is good for
selection but is biased for estimation



Selection by Threshold



Selection by Rank

I Of those in LD, we select the SNP with the lowest p-value
I Chooses SNP which is most likely to have the strongest signal,

though estimate will be biased



Resolving Winner’s Curse Issues

I Replication
I In replication sample, data is not used for selection, so OLS is

unbiased
I Correction of estimates from selection

I Invert bias function
I Maximum likelihood approaches (Ghosh, Zou, and Wright

2008)
I Bayesian methods (Xu, Craiu, and Sun 2011; Rietveld et al.

2014, Okbay et al. 2016a; 2016b)
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Bayesian Correction

I By Bayes’ Rule
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is known

I The prior f (β ) can be estimated empirically
I Gaussian is a simple option
I Spike-and-slab often works well



Limitations of Corrections

I Xu, Craiu, and Sun (2011) show that there is no Winner’s
Curse correction that is unbiased for all β

I For some effect β and any "correction" function g (·),
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I We should be skeptical of individual "corrected" estimates
I We can use them in aggregate, however



Winner’s Curse in Rietveld et al. (2013)



Application in Power Calculations

I We would like to know how well powered we are to replicate
the significant findings in our GWAS

I Need to choose "true" effect sizes
I GWAS estimates good candidate but inflated due to Winner’s

Curse
I We use instead the Bayesian WC corrected estimates

I Okbay et al 2016a, GWAS of Educational Attainment
I Assumes Gaussian effect sizes
I Expected p < 0.05: 40.3/74
I Observed p < 0.05: 52/74

I Okbay et al 2016b, GWAS of SWB, DS, and neuroticism
I Assumes spike-and-slab effect sizes
I Expected p < 0.05: 16.7/19
I Observed p < 0.05: 16/19
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Summary for Winner’s Curse

I When we use the same sample for gene identification and
effect size estimation, our estimates will be biased away from
zero

I There are approaches that allow us to correct for this bias
I These approaches will not be uniformly unbiased, but they

improve aggregated follow-up analyses



The Chopstick Gene (Lander and Schork 1994)



The Chopstick Jell-O Gene (Lander and Schork 1994 Turley
2019)

I Let’s say we did a GWAS on chopstick use Jell-O consumption
I In this GWAS, we find dozens are strong hits
I Do we think that these SNPs have biological significance?
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Framework

I The model
yi = ∑

j

xijβj +Gi + εi

I yi : phenotype of individual i
I xij ∈ {0,1,2}: genotype of individual i for SNP j
I Gi : ancestry-related fixed effect for individual i
I εi : residual for individual i

I Assumptions
I yi and xij are standardized to have mean zero and variance one
I xij and xik may be correlated with j 6= k
I Gi and xij may be correlated for some j
I εi is uncorrelated with Gi and xij for all j



SNP Correlation
I Genotypes may be correlated (or in linkage disequilibrium

(LD)) for two primary reasons: linkage and population
structure

I Linkage
I SNPs near each other tend to be inherited together
I Over time, leads to a predictable correlation structure
I SNPs on different chromosomes will never be linked

I Population structure
I If two groups are separated for many generations, certain

alleles may become more common in one group than the other
(genetic drift)

I Leads to a "stratified" gene pool
I SNPs that have become stratified will be correlated if sample

includes people from both groups
I These sources of covariance are additive (Okbay et al. 2016,

Education, SI section 2.4)

Cov(xij , xik) = σlink,jk + σpop,jk



Stratification Bias

I In a GWAS, for SNP j we estimate

βGWAS,j =
Cov(yi , xij)

Var(xij)

= Cov(yi , xij)

= Cov

(
∑
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)
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k

σpop,jkβk +Cov(Gi , xij)

I Stratification bias
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Measuring Bias Due to Stratification

I Within family methods (Okbay et al. 2016)
I LD Score Regression (Bulik-Sullivan et al. 2015)



Within-Family Framework

I Between siblings, we have the model

∆yi = ∑
j

∆xijβj + ∆εi

I ∆: the between-sibling difference operator
I Note that the group fixed effect Gi has been canceled out

I GWAS estimates based on this WF model are equal to

βWF,j = ∑
j

σlink,jkβj

I There is no bias from stratification
I Family-based samples are (currently) too small for gene

discovery



Within-Family Tests
I Sign test

I If all results are driven by stratification rather than genetic
effects, WF estimates will be mean zero

I Implies that sign of GWAS and WF estimates should match
50% of the time

I GWAS/WF Regression Test
I If we regress β̂WF on β̂GWAS we get

Var(β )

Var(β ) +Var(s) +Var(e)

I s: bias due to stratification; e: estimation error
I Var(e) is known, so this term can be differenced out

Var(β )

Var(β ) +Var(s)

I Gives the fraction of variation in βGWAS due to genetic effects
rather than stratification



Accounting for Stratification

I Approaches that adjust standard error
I Genomic Control
I LD Score Intercept Correction (Bulik-Sullivan et al 2015)

I Approaches that adjust effect size estimate
I Sample restriction
I Principal components (Price et al 2006)
I Linear mixed models (Loh et al 2015)



Inflation of Standard Errors

I Standard errors should represent the variation in coefficient
estimates under the null hypothesis (β = 0)

I Usually this is just sampling variation
I How much should we increase the variance if we want it to

include variance due to the stratification term?
I Assumption of genomic control: the median SNP is not

associated with the trait
I Any inflation of the χ2-statistic must then be due to

stratification
I We therefore multiply the SEs by the square root of the

median χ2-statistic over the median of a χ2-distribution

I How reasonable is this assumption? When might be we OK
with it?

I LD Score regression does a similar thing but a bit more
elegantly



QQ-plots, Height (Wood et al 2014)



Partitioning Height by Chromosome (Yang et al 2011)



Sample Restrictions

I Historically restricted to those with European ancestries
I Increasing focus on expanding data-collection and analysis to

other populations
I Stratification within European samples is small

I Some North/South stratification
I If stratification bias has similar magnitude across the genome,

what does that tell us about the relative amount of bias for
SNPs found with small vs large samples? Or methods that use
all SNPs vs just large-effect SNPs?



Principal Components (Price et al 2006)

I Recall
yi = ∑

j

xijβj +Gi + εi

I Controlling for ancestry would remove bias in this model
I Primary source of variation in genes is ancestry
I Principal components tend to capture this ancestry

I The rationale here is based on simple population genetics
models, but it is not difficult to do and it seems pretty effective



Novembre et al 2008







Principal Components and Sample Size

I Sohail et al. (2019) and Berg et al (2019) find that GIANT
Consortium height GWAS results (Wood et al. 2014) may
have substantial stratification that bias follow-up analyses

I Why? Lots of hypotheses
I 79 studies contributed to meta-analysis→difficult to QC
I Genomic control only adjusts standard errors→systematic bias

can compound across SNPs
I Many studies were very small→PC contain little/no

information



Principal Components and Sample Size

Chen et al. (2019) unpublished manuscript



PCs as Prediction

I Consider the following procedure
I Regress the phenotype on the PCs
I Use the regression coefficients to create a predictor for the

phenotype with the PCs
I Residualize the phenotype with the predictor
I Regress the residual on some SNP

I By Frisch-Waugh, this is (approximately) equivalent to
including the PCs as covariates

I Why not use other tools for prediction? Why not use all
SNPs?

I Ridge, LASSO, machine learning all tend to do much better
than OLS



“Linear Mixed Models” (Loh et al 2015)

I Different than (but based on) what is often called mixed
models in statistics and econometrics literature

I Predict yi using SNPs not in LD with xij
I Most common approaches use ridge-like procedure

I Regress the residual of this predication on xij
I Predictor should capture genetic component of Gi and

covariation of xij and xik due to population structure
I May over-correct since it accounts for variation in yij that is

explained by xij
I Works well in practice



Concluding Thoughts on Stratification

I Stratification is the number one confound in genetic studies
I It can arise even when samples are racially homogeneous
I There are many tools that you can (AND SHOULD) use to

reduce and test for stratification
I Even the best tools don’t necessarily eliminate it, so as we try

to estimate smaller and smaller true genetic effects, this will
become a larger and larger problem



Frisch-Waugh Theorem

I Say we have an outcome A and covariates B and C that follow
the model

A = bB + cC + e

I If we are just interested in estimating the coefficient b,
estimating the full model is equivalent to the following
procedure

I Regress A on C
I Save residuals from this regression, which we denote as Ã
I Regress B on C
I Save residuals from this regression, which we denote as B̃
I Regress Ã on B̃
I Regression coefficient is equal to what you would get in the

full model



Frisch-Waugh Theorem, cont’d

I If C represents ancestry (or some proxy), we see how adding C
as a control would remove bias

I First two regressions remove ancestry from phenotype (A) and
SNP (B)

I What happens if we just residualize the phenotype, but not the
genotype?

I What if SNP is stratified? (That is, it is correlated with the
PCs.)

I This is not an unusual practice (computational reasons)
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